“Stop the violence”

Stop the violence we can stop the violence by stop doing what it causes. Its causes are gangs, weapons, poverty and ignorance. The parents should pay more attention to their kids that way they won’t get into gangs and preventing the kids getting from the gangs we can stop the youth violence events. Violence has affected my life because of increased crimes. Also we are seeing how kids kill other kids and that’s unfair because these little kids are wasting their childhood by doing crimes that later on in life it’s going to cause their future. Gangster thinks that being in gangs is smart for them, but the truth is that being in gangs and doing violence events is just foolish. Violence also affected my life because it’s sad how there are some parents that teach their kids that violence is good for their kids. We can stop violence by encouraging the kids that violence is bad for them and teaching them that there is better things then violence and also that violence can really affect their future. Some of the causes of youth violence in my community are video games like “call of duty”, “halo”, “gears of war” and, “dead space”. These games contain violence, weapons ect. Children who play these games are influenced that violence is a way of life and don’t see the bad in them. We got to stop violence some way some how.